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2
Y o u r  E r o g e n o u s  Z o n e s

What an erotic concept, erogenous zones. They are
parts of the body that have a concentration of sen-

sory nerve endings, which can be stimulated to cause sexual
arousal. Why do we experience a sexual touch or an erotic
sight and begin to get an erection or vaginal lubrication?
Because God has designed our bodies so that our hormones,
nerve endings, and minds naturally create sexual arousal. All
you have to do is simply relax and tune in to your God-given
erogenous zones, responses, and that most important sexual
organ, your mind and imagination. 

Hormones and the Autonomic 
Nervous System

Hormones and the nervous system operate in a cooperative
process—the hormones activate the process in our bodies and
bloodstream, and then our nerves relay sexual information
from our senses (eyes, fingertips) to our brains, and back to
our genitals to create physical arousal. 

Without getting too technical, the autonomic, or involun-
tary, nervous system is involved in the sexual arousal cycle. It
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tongue. Allow these gentle touches, nibbles, and licks to be a
sensual treat and to become arousing sexually too. 

Level One. The most sensitive and sexually stimulating
erogenous zones are the nipples and the genitals. The genitals
most directly stimulate sexual arousal. The nipples are a
favorite spot of both men and women for stimulating sexual
excitement. The nerve endings are especially sensitive and
connected to sexual arousal. Remember! Level One erogenous
zones should not be the immediate focus of loveplay. Tease,
caress, and play in the other levels first. 

The Male Genitals

The male genitals are more visible to the eye and familiar to
the man because, unlike the woman, he handles his penis
every time he urinates. Many men, though, have never taken
the time to truly examine their genital area.

The penis. The penis is composed of three columns of spongy

14 � a  c e l e b r a t i o n  o f  s e x  f o r  n e w l y w e d s

Figure 2.1
Erogenous zones
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tissue with the urethra running through the bottom column
(corpus spongiosum). These spongy tissues fill with blood in a
type of hydraulic system that creates the erection. The whole
penis is an intricate network of blood vessels and nerves, with the
head or glans of the penis being especially sensitive. The skin of
the penis is loosely attached to allow for more easy stimulation.
Penises can vary in the angle of erection, shape of the head of the
penis, width, length, and color. This has nothing to do with the
ability to give and receive pleasure. The importance of penis size
in making love is indeed a myth. When flaccid, the size of the
penis will vary greatly; when erect, the size for most men is about
six inches, plus or minus an inch and a half. The outer third of
the vagina is the most sensitive, and it would take a penis only
three inches or less in length to create great pleasure. 

y o u r  e r o g e n o u s  z o n e s   � 15

Figure 2.2 
The internal and external male organs
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hair and extends down to the perineum above the anus. On
either side are the outer labia and inner labia with the clitoris,
followed by the urethral opening and the vagina.

The mons pubis and labia majora. The pubic mound (mons
pubis) is soft tissue over the pelvic bones. It is covered with
hair and acts as a cushion during the thrusting of intercourse.
The outer lips (labia majora) start down at the anus and
extend up to meet at the mons. They are soft folds of tissue
that, with the hair on them, protect the inner organs and are
often all that are visible as they come together over the inner
lips. During sexual arousal, the outer lips become engorged
with blood and become flatter.

The clitoris hood and labia minora. The inner lips (labia
minora) are hairless and start at the vaginal opening and
extend upward to meet at the clitoral hood. If the hood is
pulled back, the external part of the clitoris can be seen, like a
small pea in size. The inner lips vary greatly in size and shape
among females. With some women they are larger and extend
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Figure 2.3 
The clitoris with labia
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outside the outer lips. There is no perfect size, but each unique
shape will become intensely erotic to the woman’s husband.
The inner labia become engorged during sexual arousal and
change color and increase in thickness. They create a chute
that the penis travels down for penetration of the vagina.

The clitoris and shaft. The clitoris is homologous to the
penis and contains the most sensitivity. It is given to the female
solely for sexual pleasure, and stimulating it is the key to ten-
sion buildup and climax. During sexual arousal, the clitoris
doubles in size and becomes hard like the penis. The clitoral
shaft (shaded darker in Figure 2.3) is primarily beneath the sur-
face of the skin under the clitoral hood. When erect it can be
felt like rubbing over an electrical wire under a light blanket.

The urethral opening. The urethral opening is between the
clitoris and vaginal opening but is small and sometimes diffi-
cult to detect. The urethra has nothing to do with sexual
arousal but is located near the wall of the vagina and can
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parts represents a deep emotional and relational need that is
critical for maintaining passionate lovemaking. 

This model identifies many important factors that can facil-
itate progressively deeper levels of intimacy in lovemaking.
Each will be briefly examined and explained with an emphasis
on the four key areas that are truly interactive and must flow
from the heart: atmosphere, arousal, apex, and afterglow. (A
brief disclaimer is in order. Though this is McCluskey’s model,
much of the following illustrative and descriptive matter is my
own and may not reflect his style or values.) 

Atmosphere
Mood-setting is not simply lighting a candle or creating a
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The Lovemaking Cycle
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AFTERGLOW
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3
L o v e m a k i n g  C y c l e s

R eveling in a sexy atmosphere, the mounting excitement
of the penis growing erect and the vagina lubricating

in anticipation of intercourse, becoming playfully vulnerable
and surrendering to orgasms stir up in each of us the passion
and mystery of sexuality. God has designed a marvelously com-
plex and intimate process to be set in motion when a couple
make love. 

A process can be defined as “a continuous series of changes
over time.” This chapter will develop two models of love-
making cycles or processes with their evolving changes. The
first, with Masters and Johnson, looks at the physical and
bodily changes; while the second model, with Christopher
McCluskey and his Lovemaking Cycle, considers the increas-
ing emotional and relational intimacy during lovemaking.

Sex researchers Masters and Johnson developed from their
research four separate phases of physical buildup and
changes during sex: excitement, plateau, orgasm, and resolu-
tion. Understanding these phases can help couples enhance
their arousal as they maximize each stage of the physical
process.

24
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Spend time allowing the body to enjoy each of the four
phases as you cycle through excitement, plateau, orgasm, and
resolution. In becoming an expert lover, the right-hand graph
is more pleasurable, especially for the wife, than the left-hand
graph and more characteristic of a fun lovemaking session.

The Lovemaking Cycle

While Masters and Johnson focus on four phases of physi-
cal arousal, Christian sex therapist Christopher McCluskey has
created a more relational and emotional Lovemaking Cycle. He
insists that there is a great deal of difference between having sex
and making love. True lovemaking (the Cycle) creates a grow-
ing intimacy and an increasing sexual passion based on two
hearts who are becoming spiritually and emotionally one. 

In McCluskey’s model, each part of the cycle feeds into the
next, creating an ever-deepening experience of vulnerability
and intimacy with your mate and lover. He emphasizes that if
one part is neglected, lovemaking will “clunk” every time it
hits that weak spot and throw off the whole cycle—much
like a wheel that is flat in one area and no longer round.
Lovemaking will in time break down because each of the four

l o v e m a k i n g  c y c l e s   � 31
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4
E r o t i c  P l e a s u r i n g

Becoming lovers is fun work. This chapter focuses on the
sensual pleasuring of your mate’s body and genitals as a

bonding part of making love. Nondemanding genital pleasur-
ing does not mean you must exclude orgasms. It simply means
that erotic, passionate sexual touching can be hampered if it is
always goal-oriented toward rushing into intercourse or pro-
ducing a climax. Wives, if you have not experienced an orgasm,
that is a needed goal (cf. Chapter 10), and pleasuring can be a
fun part of achieving that objective. 

Pleasure is an interesting word. Somehow it almost does not
seem to fit within Christian values. It feels self-centered and
sinful. The truth of the matter is that God gave us our sensu-
ality to enjoy. The sin is not in experiencing pleasure but in
calling pleasure sinful and not allowing ourselves to enjoy
God’s many gifts, including erotic sensuality. I’ve known
Christians to worry about the word erotic. The Greek word
eros portrays the idea of passion, chemistry and fusion, a mag-
netic field with a strong attraction. One-flesh lovers are erotic
in the best and strongest sense of the word. 

Enjoying physical pleasuring that is slow and bonding with-
out pressure and demands is critical to a truly intimate, nur-
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and female anatomies. You can experiment with which legs are
better on top in the overlapping process and what level of
being prone helps. The pleasuree may wish to lie flat with
knees bent and focus on personal pleasure, or both may wish
to face each other sitting. This position lends itself to com-
municating and exchanging nonverbal signs of pleasure. Here
are possible uses of this position for the wife and husband as
she or he is the genital pleasurer. 

Wife as pleasurer. Sit with legs overlapping (whichever is
most comfortable) and your husband sitting or lying flat. His
buttocks and genitals are almost in your lap. Start with caress-
ing his face, chest, stomach, and thighs—connect with him
physically. As you continue to do this with one hand, take your
other hand and play with his testicles and penis. Now direct
your full attention to the penis. Have him close his eyes and
revel in the sensations as you run your fingers up and down and
stroke the shaft and head. Build the excitement as you use the
stimulation that can create a climax. As he approaches an
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Figure 4.1
Sitting or lying with legs overlapped
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stroke the shaft of the penis as a part of these motions, con-
tinuing to also increase your sexual buildup. Be creative as you
vibrate faster, then slow down some; apply lighter pressure and
more direct pressure; turn your penis down to the vagina and
back up to the clitoris. Entice and tease as you take plenty of
time to enjoy each other and slowly build to a climax. After
she has had an orgasm, you can bring yourself to one, also.

2. Sitting with Back to Chest
This position has the pleasuree sitting comfortably between

the legs of the pleasurer, leaning back against his or her chest
to be cuddled and pleasured. The hands of the pleasurer have
access to the face, chest, abdomen, and genitals of the partner.
The pleasurer can be propped up against the back of the bed
for comfort. An important part of nondemanding erotic plea-
suring is feeling close and connected as you sensuously enjoy
your mate’s body, as well as give him or her pleasure. This posi-
tion allows special closeness as you cuddle up close to your
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Figure 4.2 
Sitting with back to chest
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5
C r e a t i v e  I n t e r c o u r s e

U nleashing a childlike curiosity, becoming delightfully
uninhibited, trying new things, and being playmates

are all part of this vital component of exciting intercourse. Your
imaginations and relationship can take these uninspired tech-
niques and bring them alive. Some practice and experimenting
can create great variety and immense romantic pleasure.

Playful, Creative Sensuality + Knowledge +
Practice = Creative Intercourse

You as a lover provide the fusion, sensuality, and excitement
to intercourse. You as a couple can choose when and where
you want to enjoy these positions, whether on a soft mattress,
under the stars, or in the shower. You control the candlelight,
music, lotions, lubrication, and ambience.

Playful, Creative Sensuality

Enjoy the total array of your senses and lovingly enhance
touch as you employ the suggestions and encouragement of
earlier chapters. Go slow and build tension as you sensuously

49
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band. The positions are visually very arousing to the male, and
the female is more in control of her own stimulation. Many
women find being on top positions the vagina and clitoris to
achieve orgasm more readily during intercourse. The husband’s
hands are also nicely placed to stimulate the clitoris as needed.

Kneeling. The wife kneels while she straddles her husband.
She can use a number of angles: a backward tilt as she supports
herself with arms straight and hands on his legs or the bed, a
90-degree upright stance with bouncing motions, or a 45-degree
forward tilt with weight on arms or forearms propped on pillows.
This position allows the woman to control the depth of penile
penetration and orchestrate the movement of the penis in the
vagina with the clitoris against the pelvic bone. It may be easier
for her to guide the penis into the vagina. It is also pleasurable
to simply lay the penis on his stomach and, with proper lubri-
cation, rub the clitoral area back and forth with a rocking
motion across the erect penis without vaginal penetration.

The husband can also thrust with pelvic motions. This
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Figure 5.1
Wife on top, kneeling
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Wife straddling husband’s leg. The husband lies comfortably
on his side, with his bottom leg extended straight, his other leg
bent at the knee, and his foot on the bed. The wife lies on her
side and straddles the top bent leg, with her lower leg between
his legs and her top leg thrown over his torso. This positions
the penis at the vagina (with proper shifting) for easy access
with either partner guiding it in. Again, pillows under heads
or sides increase comfort.

Couple embracing chest to chest. The wife lies on her side
with the husband facing her in a mutual embrace. This may
be most easily achieved by rolling over onto the sides from the
wife-on-top or husband-on-top positions. The husband’s top
arm and hand are free to caress his wife’s buttocks and back.
This can be a fun, bonding embrace as you adjust the under-
neath arms for greatest comfort and both supply movement.

3. Husband-on-Top
This has often been called the missionary position because,

according to legend, the Hawaiians did not employ this position
as the missionaries did. This standard position is often thought
of as uncreative or elementary. Actually, it is pleasurable in
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Figure 5.2
Side-by-side, wife straddling
husband’s leg
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4
E r o t i c  P l e a s u r i n g

Becoming lovers is fun work. This chapter focuses on the
sensual pleasuring of your mate’s body and genitals as a

bonding part of making love. Nondemanding genital pleasur-
ing does not mean you must exclude orgasms. It simply means
that erotic, passionate sexual touching can be hampered if it is
always goal-oriented toward rushing into intercourse or pro-
ducing a climax. Wives, if you have not experienced an orgasm,
that is a needed goal (cf. Chapter 10), and pleasuring can be a
fun part of achieving that objective. 

Pleasure is an interesting word. Somehow it almost does not
seem to fit within Christian values. It feels self-centered and
sinful. The truth of the matter is that God gave us our sensu-
ality to enjoy. The sin is not in experiencing pleasure but in
calling pleasure sinful and not allowing ourselves to enjoy
God’s many gifts, including erotic sensuality. I’ve known
Christians to worry about the word erotic. The Greek word
eros portrays the idea of passion, chemistry and fusion, a mag-
netic field with a strong attraction. One-flesh lovers are erotic
in the best and strongest sense of the word. 

Enjoying physical pleasuring that is slow and bonding with-
out pressure and demands is critical to a truly intimate, nur-
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and female anatomies. You can experiment with which legs are
better on top in the overlapping process and what level of
being prone helps. The pleasuree may wish to lie flat with
knees bent and focus on personal pleasure, or both may wish
to face each other sitting. This position lends itself to com-
municating and exchanging nonverbal signs of pleasure. Here
are possible uses of this position for the wife and husband as
she or he is the genital pleasurer. 

Wife as pleasurer. Sit with legs overlapping (whichever is
most comfortable) and your husband sitting or lying flat. His
buttocks and genitals are almost in your lap. Start with caress-
ing his face, chest, stomach, and thighs—connect with him
physically. As you continue to do this with one hand, take your
other hand and play with his testicles and penis. Now direct
your full attention to the penis. Have him close his eyes and
revel in the sensations as you run your fingers up and down and
stroke the shaft and head. Build the excitement as you use the
stimulation that can create a climax. As he approaches an
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Figure 4.1
Sitting or lying with legs overlapped
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stroke the shaft of the penis as a part of these motions, con-
tinuing to also increase your sexual buildup. Be creative as you
vibrate faster, then slow down some; apply lighter pressure and
more direct pressure; turn your penis down to the vagina and
back up to the clitoris. Entice and tease as you take plenty of
time to enjoy each other and slowly build to a climax. After
she has had an orgasm, you can bring yourself to one, also.

2. Sitting with Back to Chest
This position has the pleasuree sitting comfortably between

the legs of the pleasurer, leaning back against his or her chest
to be cuddled and pleasured. The hands of the pleasurer have
access to the face, chest, abdomen, and genitals of the partner.
The pleasurer can be propped up against the back of the bed
for comfort. An important part of nondemanding erotic plea-
suring is feeling close and connected as you sensuously enjoy
your mate’s body, as well as give him or her pleasure. This posi-
tion allows special closeness as you cuddle up close to your
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Figure 4.2 
Sitting with back to chest
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5
C r e a t i v e  I n t e r c o u r s e

U nleashing a childlike curiosity, becoming delightfully
uninhibited, trying new things, and being playmates

are all part of this vital component of exciting intercourse. Your
imaginations and relationship can take these uninspired tech-
niques and bring them alive. Some practice and experimenting
can create great variety and immense romantic pleasure.

Playful, Creative Sensuality + Knowledge +
Practice = Creative Intercourse

You as a lover provide the fusion, sensuality, and excitement
to intercourse. You as a couple can choose when and where
you want to enjoy these positions, whether on a soft mattress,
under the stars, or in the shower. You control the candlelight,
music, lotions, lubrication, and ambience.

Playful, Creative Sensuality

Enjoy the total array of your senses and lovingly enhance
touch as you employ the suggestions and encouragement of
earlier chapters. Go slow and build tension as you sensuously
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band. The positions are visually very arousing to the male, and
the female is more in control of her own stimulation. Many
women find being on top positions the vagina and clitoris to
achieve orgasm more readily during intercourse. The husband’s
hands are also nicely placed to stimulate the clitoris as needed.

Kneeling. The wife kneels while she straddles her husband.
She can use a number of angles: a backward tilt as she supports
herself with arms straight and hands on his legs or the bed, a
90-degree upright stance with bouncing motions, or a 45-degree
forward tilt with weight on arms or forearms propped on pillows.
This position allows the woman to control the depth of penile
penetration and orchestrate the movement of the penis in the
vagina with the clitoris against the pelvic bone. It may be easier
for her to guide the penis into the vagina. It is also pleasurable
to simply lay the penis on his stomach and, with proper lubri-
cation, rub the clitoral area back and forth with a rocking
motion across the erect penis without vaginal penetration.

The husband can also thrust with pelvic motions. This
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Figure 5.1
Wife on top, kneeling
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Wife straddling husband’s leg. The husband lies comfortably
on his side, with his bottom leg extended straight, his other leg
bent at the knee, and his foot on the bed. The wife lies on her
side and straddles the top bent leg, with her lower leg between
his legs and her top leg thrown over his torso. This positions
the penis at the vagina (with proper shifting) for easy access
with either partner guiding it in. Again, pillows under heads
or sides increase comfort.

Couple embracing chest to chest. The wife lies on her side
with the husband facing her in a mutual embrace. This may
be most easily achieved by rolling over onto the sides from the
wife-on-top or husband-on-top positions. The husband’s top
arm and hand are free to caress his wife’s buttocks and back.
This can be a fun, bonding embrace as you adjust the under-
neath arms for greatest comfort and both supply movement.

3. Husband-on-Top
This has often been called the missionary position because,

according to legend, the Hawaiians did not employ this position
as the missionaries did. This standard position is often thought
of as uncreative or elementary. Actually, it is pleasurable in
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Figure 5.2
Side-by-side, wife straddling
husband’s leg
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stimulate herself or hold his hand as he stimulates her clitoral
area. The husband can maneuver his body (collapsing the + into
an X) while keeping the penis in the vagina so that he is able to
nibble at her breasts and enjoy kissing, too, in these positions.

Wife’s legs over. The husband lies on his side facing the wife,
crosswise on the bed. His wife lies on her back and creates a
cross of their bodies by resting her legs over his thighs with one
leg toward his waist and the other leg toward his knees, allow-
ing easy penetration by the penis. The husband creates the
thrusting motion with pelvic movement.

Scissors. The husband lies crosswise on the bed with his
head to the wife’s right, and she lies on her back. This time the
wife’s right leg is propped over her husband’s thighs, and her
left leg is scissored between her husband’s legs. If the husband
is left-handed, he scissors her right leg, placing his head on her
left side. This leaves manipulation and penetration of the
penis to be controlled easily by the husband.

Scissors is an ideal position for using the penis as a wand to
stimulate the vulva and clitoris. The husband can hold his
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Figure 5.3
Crosswise, scissors
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erect penis and, with the wife’s instructions, learn the right
rhythms and pressure and placement to help her achieve an
orgasm. If the wrist grows tired, he can use more of the entire
arm, like painting, to vibrate and massage the clitoris. This can
be interspersed with vaginal thrusting to keep the whole area
lubricated. As she approaches a climax, the husband may wish
to switch to vaginal stimulation alone.

Either crosswise position works well during pregnancy.
From the scissors position, the couple can maneuver into the
next position without withdrawing the penis. The wife rolls
on her side with her back toward the husband. The husband
gently unscissors her leg, then slides his legs so they are behind
hers in a spoon position as he thrusts against her buttocks.

5. Rear-Entry
The rear-entry positions, especially the lying-down spoons

or both kneeling on the bed, are great during pregnancy. The
wife should be comfortably supported with pillows as needed,
and thrusting should be as gentle as desired.
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Figure 5.4
Rear-entry, spoons
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to vigorous and stimulation of the sensitive twelve o’clock part
of the vagina.

Another variant of this position is for the wife to slide down
into a prone position on the bed, with a pillow under her
stomach propping up her buttocks and genital area. The hus-
band lies down on her back with his legs between her legs and
inserts his penis. He can get leverage for thrusting with his feet
and knees as he hugs her from the back.

6. Standing
The standing positions encourage creative intercourse with-

out the need for a bed. They are fun for rooms of the house
other than the bedroom.

From the back. This is similar to both kneeling, only both
partners are standing. The wife bends at the waist and supports
her weight with her hands on a bed, a table, or shower fixtures.
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Figure 5.5
Standing, facing 
with wife on one leg
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knees bent and feet flat on the bed. It may help to prop a pil-
low under her head and shoulders or position a pillow under
her buttocks to position the penis better. This is a good posi-
tion for using the penis to stimulate the clitoris. If the angle is
too much to allow easy penetration, the husband may wish to
bend forward and cradle his wife’s legs with his hands under
her buttocks or waist so access is more comfortable. This
allows pelvic thrusting as well as adjustments and movement
with his arms. Again, husband and wife are face-to-face so
they can enjoy each other visually. (For variety, have the wife
flip over on her stomach with the insteps of her feet on the
husband’s shoulders—use imagination and creativity.)

8. Props
In the chapter on setting moods, we explored the utiliza-

tion of props, from candles to showers to pillows. These posi-
tions use the furniture around your house as props as you
increase your erotic playing together.

Sitting on a chair. The husband sits up straight on a chair
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Figure 5.6
Face-to-face, wife supine
and husband kneeling
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stimulate herself or hold his hand as he stimulates her clitoral
area. The husband can maneuver his body (collapsing the + into
an X) while keeping the penis in the vagina so that he is able to
nibble at her breasts and enjoy kissing, too, in these positions.

Wife’s legs over. The husband lies on his side facing the wife,
crosswise on the bed. His wife lies on her back and creates a
cross of their bodies by resting her legs over his thighs with one
leg toward his waist and the other leg toward his knees, allow-
ing easy penetration by the penis. The husband creates the
thrusting motion with pelvic movement.

Scissors. The husband lies crosswise on the bed with his
head to the wife’s right, and she lies on her back. This time the
wife’s right leg is propped over her husband’s thighs, and her
left leg is scissored between her husband’s legs. If the husband
is left-handed, he scissors her right leg, placing his head on her
left side. This leaves manipulation and penetration of the
penis to be controlled easily by the husband.

Scissors is an ideal position for using the penis as a wand to
stimulate the vulva and clitoris. The husband can hold his
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Figure 5.3
Crosswise, scissors
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erect penis and, with the wife’s instructions, learn the right
rhythms and pressure and placement to help her achieve an
orgasm. If the wrist grows tired, he can use more of the entire
arm, like painting, to vibrate and massage the clitoris. This can
be interspersed with vaginal thrusting to keep the whole area
lubricated. As she approaches a climax, the husband may wish
to switch to vaginal stimulation alone.

Either crosswise position works well during pregnancy.
From the scissors position, the couple can maneuver into the
next position without withdrawing the penis. The wife rolls
on her side with her back toward the husband. The husband
gently unscissors her leg, then slides his legs so they are behind
hers in a spoon position as he thrusts against her buttocks.

5. Rear-Entry
The rear-entry positions, especially the lying-down spoons

or both kneeling on the bed, are great during pregnancy. The
wife should be comfortably supported with pillows as needed,
and thrusting should be as gentle as desired.
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Figure 5.4
Rear-entry, spoons
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to vigorous and stimulation of the sensitive twelve o’clock part
of the vagina.

Another variant of this position is for the wife to slide down
into a prone position on the bed, with a pillow under her
stomach propping up her buttocks and genital area. The hus-
band lies down on her back with his legs between her legs and
inserts his penis. He can get leverage for thrusting with his feet
and knees as he hugs her from the back.

6. Standing
The standing positions encourage creative intercourse with-

out the need for a bed. They are fun for rooms of the house
other than the bedroom.

From the back. This is similar to both kneeling, only both
partners are standing. The wife bends at the waist and supports
her weight with her hands on a bed, a table, or shower fixtures.
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Standing, facing 
with wife on one leg
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knees bent and feet flat on the bed. It may help to prop a pil-
low under her head and shoulders or position a pillow under
her buttocks to position the penis better. This is a good posi-
tion for using the penis to stimulate the clitoris. If the angle is
too much to allow easy penetration, the husband may wish to
bend forward and cradle his wife’s legs with his hands under
her buttocks or waist so access is more comfortable. This
allows pelvic thrusting as well as adjustments and movement
with his arms. Again, husband and wife are face-to-face so
they can enjoy each other visually. (For variety, have the wife
flip over on her stomach with the insteps of her feet on the
husband’s shoulders—use imagination and creativity.)

8. Props
In the chapter on setting moods, we explored the utiliza-

tion of props, from candles to showers to pillows. These posi-
tions use the furniture around your house as props as you
increase your erotic playing together.

Sitting on a chair. The husband sits up straight on a chair
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Figure 5.6
Face-to-face, wife supine
and husband kneeling
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that allows the wife to sit in his lap facing and straddling him.
The penis is inserted with mutual effort. It is helpful if the
wife’s feet touch the floor or are propped up on pillows to ease
insertion and to help create movement. This position, like
other face-to-face positions, allows visual contact and kissing
and holding and whispering or breathing in ears. The hands are
free so the husband can caress back and buttocks. He may try
cradling her buttocks in his hands to help produce movement
with his arms. A variant of this position is to have the wife turn
around and face away. Again, it is helpful if her feet can touch
the floor. The husband can stroke breasts and clitoris while she
reaches down and stimulates his penis with her fingers.

This position, like some of the other sitting positions, does
not allow a great deal of thrusting motion. It can be quietly
erotic; the connecting of intercourse does not always have to
lead to rapid movement or produce a climax. Sitting positions
can be playful, and they add variety.

Wife on the edge. The bed is a comfortable object for the
wife to be on the edge of, but don’t limit creativity. Dining
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Figure 5.7
Partner and props,
wife on the edge
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